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a. no, the ewi solo was not designed for use with a personal computer. the ewi solo was designed for use
with a mac or pc. you could use a usb adapter to connect the ewi solo to a windows pc or a mac, but it
would require constant connection to the ewi solo which could result in battery drain. if you have a pc
running windows vista or windows 7, you can use a usb hub to connect the ewi solo to your pc, but the
ewi solo can only be used when the computer is on and the ewi solo is powered on. a. yes. the ewi solo
can be used with an apple ipad. the ewi solo supports a maximum of 128 touch points. in addition to the
ewi solo, you must have the apple ipad camera connection kit in order to connect the ewi solo to the
ipad. for details on connecting the ewi solo to an ipad, please see the wind controller and breath
controller faqs here a. yes. the ewi solo was designed for use with a mac or pc. you could use a usb
adapter to connect the ewi solo to a windows pc or a mac, but it would require constant connection to
the ewi solo which could result in battery drain. if you have a pc running windows vista or windows 7,
you can use a usb hub to connect the ewi solo to your pc, but the ewi solo can only be used when the
computer is on and the ewi solo is powered on. hi dave, can you please tell me what the difference is
between the ewi usb, ewi solo, ewi5000 and ewi4000s. are they the same except for size? are they
different from the ewi usb 4.2? the price of the ewi solo is $495.00, which is a lot of money compared to
the price of the ewi usb 4.2, which is $295.00. are there any other differences?
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yes, the ewi solo is about 10 times smaller than the ewi usb, ewi5000, and ewi4000s. the ewi usb has
glide and pitch bend, the ewi solo has glide, but not pitch bend. the ewi solo can only be used with a

human being to control it. the ewi usb, ewi5000, and ewi4000s can be used by a human being or by a
wind controller. for more info on the differences between the wind controllers, check out this wind

controller faq here. there is no difference in features between the ewi usb and ewi solo. the ewi usb has
glide and pitch bend, the ewi solo has glide, but not pitch bend. the ewi usb can only be used with a

human being to control it. the ewi solo can only be used with a human being or by a wind controller. for
more info on the differences between the wind controllers, check out this wind controller faq here. the

ewi solo has a single cv output on the back of the unit. this output can be connected to any dedicated cv
input of a software synthesizer (such as an apollo or ewi) or it can be connected to the midi out port of

the ewi solo. the ewi solo has no pitch and modulation wheels. once you have connected the ewi solo to
the software or hardware device you want to control, the following steps should be taken: select the ewi

solo as an input device in the software or hardware you want to control. the software or hardware will
now be able to control the ewi solo from any midi controller on the same midi channel as the ewi solo.

for example, if you are using apollo on a usb midi controller, you would connect the ewi solo to the midi
output port of your apollo and then set the ewi solo to “local input” in apollo. now, when you control

apollo with the midi controller, it will also control the ewi solo. 5ec8ef588b
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